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ABSTRACT 
Strip samples of 82% Co - 12% Fe - 6% Au alloy were solution annealed 
and quenched to produce a supersaturated y (F.C.C.) structure. The 
samples were then cold worked various (0, 50, 75, 90%) amounts by 
rolling. Quantitative metallography, electron microscopy, and magnetic 
tests were used to determine the effects of cold work and subsequent 
annealing upon structure and related magnetic properties. 
Cold work increased the coercive force of the strip samples from 1.5 
to·5 oersteds due to the introduction of structural imperfections 
which impede domain wall motion. Previous work has shown that drawn 
wire samples attain a coercive· force of 10 oersteds after similar re-
:ductions. The difference is :attributed to texture differences in the 
wtre and strip samples. 
• 
• Annea_ling· st\idies revealed that ,a d'iscontinuous or cellular precipi-
't:a.'t:i.on reaction which produced fine particles of gold in a recrystal-
.Itzed y matrix, caused the observed increases in coercive force. Peak 
·coercive force values were obtained as the transformation reached com-
pletion. The increases of He in wire samples are attributed to the 
pinn.1.ng .of domain. -walls by precipitate ·part_icles, while the larger 
ir1creases noted fo·r strip samples are attributed to the synergistic 
effects of precipitati.on and texture change (wilt.ch· accompanies the 
.recrystallization component~ of the cellular precipitation reaction). 
The more highly cold worked structures attai'ned higher coercive force 
pear values reflecting the finer, more clo~ely spaced and uniform pre'"" 
cipitate, and the finer grained recrystallized matrix produced by the 
discontinuous precipitation reaction in these structures. Activation 
energies for the discontinuous precipitation reaction were found to be 
82 kcal/gm mole and 59.4 kcal/gm mole-for the 50% and 75% cold work 
structures respectively. Coercive force values declined with more 
severe annealing conditions due to grain growth and coalescenc~ of 
precipitate in the recrystallized m·atrix. 
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INTRODUCTION 
<1> f fi ·c .oos" Cei-.tain magnetic memory devices consist o a ne x 
--
- .0005" thick) permanent magnet tape wrapped, along with a permalloy 
tape, around a small copper conductor. To perform well in this· appli""'" 
cation the permanent magnet tape should have: 
:! 
1. low magnetostriction to maintain its magnetic properties 
during the rigors of the wrapping operation 
• 
2. a square hysteresis loop 
3. good cold working characteristics 
4. a coercive force which can be. adjusted between IO: ,and·: 
... 
20 oersteds . 
·Nesbitt, Chin and .Jaffe(2} h~v~ f .. o\lnd that an -alloy with a com.;;. 
._position of 90% Co - IO% Fe sati.sfies ·the .first three requirements 
V.ery well. They f oUfid fu;rth·er that additio11.s qr gold to the system 
,_. 
permitted adjustment of the coercive· .f.orce to meet requirement ( 4) • 
.. ' 
In parttc:ular t:h.e_y found that an alloy of 6% A,u - 12% Fe ~ 82% Co 
produce~ the ·fa.vora·ble tape properties illustrated in F'igure 1. Addi-
ttoria·l work (Figu·re 2) with wires of this co~i~sition, which had been 
.. 
cold worked various a.mounts, i~l.ustrat:,¢ ..~ h<;>w the ~oercive force of 
.. ., 
this. alloy can be varied by selection· of"' the proper cold work and 
annealing· temperature sc1iedtil.e. 
' ·~ 
. ~ 
The primary aim of ·this thesis is to investigate the structural 
changes which cause these magnetic ·property changes.. In particular 
'-
' . - ~- . . - - . . - . - . ' ~ - ..... . - . 
-·the-· purpose- of· -'thi-s work was to evaluate the following postulated 
. structure-property ).'elations whi-ch are indicated on the basis of . :•'h 
I· ==-"'"'-~-,...µ:;:.~~'"'·~~~,,.,.,..._---·- --.- - . . , . ·., · -~ ... ;.',:,'.-_·._, · .. · :· ... ·' . .".,~·'r"~~,;·;: .... · c\:._r"j=_;.:,;:,;.:i.:/1·:~r:{'1<·:.,: 1~~ '!.:!':.\~·-~::~\'.;;::,>,,::;,}h·;.::,,;-': .. 1 >;1.•~: .. ,: . .. -~·· ....... ., . ., __ _ 
. ·.·· .'"'' ·._-.... ,: -.··.' . ,:, . ~ \ ·''· 
,·_, ·;:, I 
. r . ' . 
• ! 1 -• 
'·.\,. 
····-·--- - . 
, •• \ l • • 
.. 
. .t 
----~ .. 
-·- . .--· --~ ......... -- _..... ... -- .. ·-· 
.. 
... ...... 
r . 
,., ,·--. 
, 
~. (3) previous work with Ni - Fe - Au alloys. 
.. --~· "':' 
' 1. The initial rise in coercive force with cold work is due to 
the introduction of imperfections which impede do~tn wall 
motion. 
2. The secondary .ri:.se :in c9erqi;ve .force with annealing is due 
to preci'pitation of a: :gold rt:cb phase. According to theory 
_pa.rticl~s about the -siz·e: of domain walls (1000 A) are most 
3. 
. :, 
·1 
effective in pinni.·ng tlj.e domain walls .• 
The reductioµ :'bf. coer.Civ.e f:·o.rc.e wlth f:.u·rt.h·er anneali~g i.S·. 
due to· recrystalJ..iza.t~··9.rt_ :·which· t·e.mov.es iniperf·ecti'ons .. -and 
to o.veragin_g ... of ·the pre·cip_it~t'-ion ,rea.c.t}ori.. . 
,-. 
.=.: 
. :J 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Pieces of the alloy in ribbon form (1/2" wide x .020" thick) 
we~e solution annealed in a tube furnace for two hours at 1055°c. 
An atmosphere of forming gas (10% a2 - 90% N2) was used. The samples 
were cooled quickly (in forming g~s) producing a uniform y (FCC) 
structure which is super saturated with gold as indicated hy the 
. 
. (4) pseudo-binary phase diagram shown in Figbre 3. This treatment pro-
du~ed a structure which was the "base" structure for the experiments. 
r:t is referred to as the 0% c·old w<>r:It ..;. .no· anneal (i.e. no secondary 
:an·ne~i) structure throughout the rest ·of :this paper. 
Lengths of this 0% cold ·work - no anneal structure were cold 
.ro:lled so that samples of O, 50, 75 an·d .90%· cold work were obtained. 
fhese samples .,were then heat treated in: formin-g gas with several time-
temperatur·e combinations in order to investigate the structural 
phenomena and their relation to magnetic properties. 
Samples for optical microscope examination and hardness testing, 
' 
were mechanically polished and then etched using a dilute Fec13 or 
in some cases a dilute nital etch. . (5) Quantitative measurements of 
fraction recrystallized were made using a ~icroscope-grid system and 
counting the per cent of gri~ intersections covering recrystallized ~-
areas. The· average_ of ten random counts was used to estimate the 
fraction of recrystallization in a sample. 
. .. 
... \ 
I 
l-• 
J 
· F(>r, more de'falled optica].. mt~:roscopy. a .Leitz metallograph -was . --~-- ___.. ...... ·_.-_ -- . - -----, •-. - -- . ··-···---· ------------· .,,.._ - -- - ... ··--· -_.. . .., _.,.. ..• - --· . - ' - -
used. This instrument permitted magnification/UP to 2000X and by 
the use ·of polarized light improved resolution of structures was 
..... -~.., 
- , •-.' - ·-
..• ~'I!, 
. ' 
. .... 
~ 
• 
),· 
,d .. 
-..·. 
. •: .. 
5 
J 
obtained. Micronardness measurements were made on a Leitz diamond 
pyramid hardness tester. 
... 
In order to identify the phases which were observed optically, 
a few samples were examined by: 
1. Debye-Scherrer X-ray methods. 
2. Electron probe techniques. 
-~. Transmission ~lectron microscopy. • 
-:. 
Samples for tr-ansmissi.011: ml.¢;roscopy were thinned with the wi·ndoW 
. (6) 
technique in a .-cooled .e.1e,ctrolyt:e. of 10% perchloric - 9Q.%. acetic 
acid by volume. Tw.e.lv-e. 'Vo.lt.s a.ticl: 1 amp cm2 were used. i·n .the thinning 
' 
operation. 
Coercive totq~: me.a.sute·inen:ts were. made:. ·w-ith a Magna test(?) preci-
sion coercive: force· met·e;r·:· /Qysteresis loops were obtained on selected 
:s.:a.mp:J_es (.~."· .lo·ng x. 3/1'6.''- wide) w:i. th an electronic hysteresisgraph. (B) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Initial Structµ~al Characterization 
Light microscope examination of 0, ·so, and 75% cold work struc-
t~f~s w4ic~ had been an~ealed revealed that a discontinuous t~aqsfor~ I 
mation takes plaGe·at temperatures. corresponding to temperatures where 
increases in coercive to~ce were observed (Figure 2). MicrQstructures 
'° 
0 0 pf sa,mples annealed from 400 C to 800 Care· shown in Figures 4, 5, I 
and a for th~ 0,.50,. and 75% cold work s~mples re·spectively. The 
t~ansforrnation is revealed.by a dark etching structure, predomi~ately 
at the grain bo daries, although in the 50 ~nd 75% cold work structuz,e 
~.Oflle nuc leat io ,ppears to occur within the grains. The highly .qold 
,, 
worked st~ctures l'eveal many imperfections within the grains before 
~npe~ltng. As previously discussed, these imperfections impede domain 
wall inotion and account for the initial increase in coercive force 
which h~s b~e~ noted iii tne cold worked struc'tures. The. imperfections 
al~o prQvide suitable sites for nucleation of t.he discontinuous trans-
formation. With the high temperature (800°C) anneal the 50 and 75% 
cold ~or~ed ·specimens reyeal an equiaxed fine grained structure which 
• ;, 
correspo~ds to the decrease in coercive force shown in Figure 2. · 
The (lark appearance of the tran-sfor.mation produc~---appe~r~g. _ tQ I:>~ 
.---· ..... - - - -~ 
assQ~iat~d with,a rough ~tching response of these structures. Examina~ 
tion qf these structures with polarized light revealed that fine· 
.. 
tpat fine particles are present even in ~~e 0% cold work - no annea~ 
(solution neat treated) samples at grain boundaries and infrequently 
; 
·' 
., 
! . ~, ' .. 
.,·. 
··=· 
.. 
',' ;'','. .. -
,,,. ,:;. •• ,·. ~ - ,,. , ..... •' ,;, '.!' 
... 
. , 
1 
J 
- -l-
.... wi ihiD the g:rains. With the appearance of the first transformed 
regions at 6oo0c (Figure 7C) in the 0% cold work structures, _the 
particle$ are present in much larger numbers wherever the transforma-
~ipn has been initiated. Figure 8A shows the transformed regions with 
t~~ir·fine particles in the beginntng stages of the transformation 
~~~ Figure~ SB and C show later stages. Figures 9 and 10 and 11 to 13 
•n~w similar series for the 50% and 75% cold work structures respective-
ly. Tbe general characteristics of the transformation observed with 
t~e nigbly cold worked structures are the same as in the 0% cold work 
·. ~tructure. Tne transformation tn both cases is one which starts at 
., 
pr~ferred sites and proceeds by boundary migration consuming the un-
. ~ 
tran~formed matrix ;(nd producing a recrystallized structure contain-
• 
1pJ precipitate particles. On the basis of these observations, the 
p. transformation can be categorized as a discontinuous or cellular pre-
. (9) 
cipttation. 
Examination of the micrographs shown in Figures 8 to 13 reveals 
that t~e transformation proceeds more rapidly and at lower temperatures 
a~ tbe degree of prior cold work is increased. Also,as th~ degree of_ 
cold work is increased the precipitate which is produced by the dis-
continuous precipitation reaction becomes finer, more closely spaced 
' 
~nd more uniformly distributed. In the()% cold worked specimens the·~ 
recrystallization ·component of the reaction produces a transformed 
.. 
-------- -···-------~~----------mirtrtx structure .which. 1.s -la-r-ge · g-ra·ined··a·nd essentially of -the' -same ~ 1' 
~haracter ~s the untransformed matrix. The micrographs for the 50 and -~ 
,. 
75$ cold wo~ked samples (Figures 10 to 13) indicate that the transformed '·) 
... 
• I, 
' . ' . ·• . ·., . ;, 
~~~1trtt' -'·21·~- · -......... , 
'• 
. ·.
·,·.: 
:.,a.. ... - -
• • 
.. 
. 
• • ~ •. J ~ • • '; ,. • ' 
. ,, 
... 
·~ 
' •.. 
8 
.. 
, 
. 
. ~·-~-~ matri~ grain structure becomes finer as the degree of prior cold work 
is increased. The fine, uniformly distributed precipitate and fine 
grained matrix which characterize the t~ansformation product of the 
highly cold worked samples would be more effective in impeding domain 
wall motion.than would the more coarse transformation structures found 
in sam~les with less prior cold work. For wire samples the dependence 
of the amount of increase of coercive force·with annealing upon degree 
ot prior cold work can therefore be attributed to these. differences in 
precipitate size and distribution and to difference-s in the ·grain size 
qf the recrystallized matrix •. In rolled strip samples a texture factor,· 
(discussed iater) also af~ects the magnitude of the change. 
The structuraI;changes which cause the decrease in coercive force. 
wit~ higher temperature anneals can be seen by examii:,.ation of the 
0 mierostruc-tures of the 50% cold work alloy annealed at 800 .C. (Figure lOB) 
· and of the 75% cold worked alloy annealed at temperatures between 65o0c 0 
and SOO C (Figures 12C to 13C). At these higher temperatures the re-• 
c:rystalltzed structure containing the distributed precipitate, which is 
the product of the ~completed .di's~ontinuous precipitation reaction., forms 
equiaxed fine grains a:nd there appears to be coalescence of precipitattt .... 
around the graj.n boundarie·Se". · 
.. J 
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x .. ray, Electron Probe and Electron Microscope Results 
A 50% cold work - no anneal sample and a 50% cold work - ·aoo0c -
2 hour anneal sample (Figure 5)'"were examined with Debye-Scherrer 
x~:ray methods, No difference in the diffraction patterns was apparent. 
An F~O.C. pat~ern of lattice param~ter 3.571 was obtained in both 
cases. It was concluded that the precipitate was not <11118.Ssive enough 
to produce a discernable X-ray diffraction i,attern. 
E~ectron probe examination of these two samples revealed no 
differences in Au and Fe diE;.triblit:ions in the two samples. The precipi-., 
· tate was too fine to be detected ,b}' the electron probe Which ~as an 
effective resolving power of 2-3 .µ. 
0 A 0$ cold work;··- no anneal sample and a 90% cold work - 600 C -
2 hour anneal sample were examined by transmission ele:qt:ron microscopy. I 
The transmission micrographs and diffraction patterns· obt;a.ined are 
shown in Figures 14 and 15, Figure 14A shows that some gold particles 
0 
up to 5000 A in size are present around the grain ·boundaries of a 0% CW-,. 
no ~nneal (solution treated) specimen. Figure l4B is a transmission ~ 
shot of ei comparatively clear· area in this structure,. and Figure 14C -
. . 
is_ a single crystal diffraction pattern obtained from this sample. The 
0 
pattern indexes to an F.C.C. structure with a· lattice parameter of 3.67 A • 
. Figure. 15A is a transmission shot of a transformed area in the 
~ighly cold worked - then annealed structure. Particles are visible, 
the largest of which are about 1500 l in· size. The diffraction pattern 
for tnis area (Figure 15B) indicates two F.C.C. structures with lattice . 
~ 
' 
o 
·o pa:rameters of 3. 62 A and 4 .12 A are present. The parameter values ob-, 
' ,· 
·-
i. 
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tained by electron microscopy are subject to more experimental error 
than the X-ray measurement and the a figur~1obtained by X-ray 3.57 A 
0 methods is more accurate. Scaling down .the 4.12 A figure on .this 
0 basis give, a 4,06 A parameter for the second phase which is present 
in th~ transformed structure. This is quite close to gold, which has 
a lattice parameter of 4,0783 A and it 1S concluded that the o~serve(f 
Pl"8Cipitation reaction is producing particles which are nearly 100% 
J . 
. gold. Nesbitt and Williams ( 3> have proposed that a particle approx-
0 
imately 1000 A in diameter (dODlain wall width) would be most effective 
in Pinning domain walls. ·Thu1:1, the niel;ls\lred sizes in the transformed 
Jlrea EJ.gree well with tb¢ propo..s.ed cli/me.·n·sio11 .and should. b~ e'ffective 
in causing the increases Of coercive force WJ:'ilch occur wHh annealing··.-... ' I. 
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K!netics of the Dis-continuous Precipitation Reaction I . 
The kinetics of the discontinuous precipitation reaction were 
examined by performing a series of isothermal anneals with 50 and 
75% cold worked specimens. The micrographs in Figure 16 show the 
progress of the discontinuous precipitation reaction as a function 
of annealing time at 600°c for the 50% cold work structure. Curves 
of% recrystallized as a function of time of anneal at three 
different temperatures are plotted in Figures 17 and 18 for the 75 
and 50% cold work structures respectively. 
One isothermal (800°C) annealing series was .;ru·n with the 0% 
cold work structure and the data are plotted in Figure 19. With 
this structure it appeared that the trans=eo-:rmrt ion stopped short of / 
100%. That is up to about :.2 hours .an~e~·ltng -time th~ transformation 
proceeded ti " normally but with a 4 hour heat tre~tment· further trans-
formation was not evident. A possible explanation iS that the 
diffusion of gold from the untransformed regi:on.s j.nt.o. th·e transformed 
regions (where the precipitate coalesce into, re,latively large 
particles o"f gold (Figure SC)) depletes the untransformed region 
~· sufficiently to remove the driving force for ·the discontinuous pre-
cipi tation reaction. 
From tlae curves in Fitigures 17 and. ·1·8,: f:o:r :the highly cold worked 
structures a plot of Log t 50 (time for 50% ]!ecrystalliza~ion) vs 1/T 
. . . 
was constructed (Figure 18). The data fit the Arrhenius equation 
1 Rate of transformation = i
50 
·-Q/RT 
- Ae 
,: 
'•' -- <· ,--. ..:_-_, .. _, __ ,;:~-,-.--, ... , ..... ;._,i,,.-.i._,_,,, •. .,:;.' 
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) 
quite well. The values for the constants are given in Table 1. 
Table 1 
% cw A ,Q 
50 1018 82,000 
10.5 
75 10 59,400 
.. 
j . 
The growtH of the fransf-orme·d ar~.a i.s ·ae.t>.e.ndenf. :t{·pon. ·t.he: 
. (:9) ·.' . . 
. (10) diffusion of gold to tJ:1~ advEi'ricing front:·· 'Turnbull and Treaftis 
have found that in the Pb~Sn $yst.em th.e ce:11t:t}a.~ precipitation proceeds 
,;,, 
8 
at a rate which is J:9 time·s. ':f.ast:er t-hari that pr~dicted from lattice / 
diffusion data. This is attr'i·bute·d -prt.rnar1ly to th_e_ ·tac:t that: the. ad~· 
,· 
v·ancing preci·p.itate-rec:rys·tallization .f°.ro:tit: is i.n·coher·en-:t w_it_fi ·the un-
transformed regions: and p~oytcleiS man·y· sh9rt c_t;rcli_its.- f.or ·d·i~)fl):~:ion .. 
This is similar to a grai,n. :bou1:td~:r:y: dtf·fusion p:ro·ces,s .a·nd· produces rates 
much higher than found in lattice dlf:fuS.f.on .• Th·ls ·mechanism of short ; . . . ., . .. . - . -
:fll) ,. ,. circuited diffusion is postulated to. t>e. .:g~:ne:ra-1 · · fo~ t:he cellular 
precipitation reaction and should be val~d for t~e Au~~o-Fe system. 
-However, no applicable diffusion activa.tion energies for the Au-Co-Fe 
-
. system are available to provide a comparison with the activatio.n • 
energies measured for the transformation reaction.. The consid·erable 
. . . . ' 
decrease in activation .energy· with increase. of % cold~ wo.rk from 50 to t . 
. ... 
75% is attributed to introduction. of ,more stru¢.t)1ral imperfections int_o 
the matrix, This will increase .. both cell :nucleation and d·iffusion ·rat-es·.,. 
• 
. . 
.. .. 
.. 
. .,. 
•• 
-
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and eonsequently the transformation will proceed more rapidly: 
The optical recrystallization data were also analyzed by plotting 
1 log ln (xis fraction transformed) vs log t in.~~accordance with 1-x t"' 
. (12) 
· the Avrami equation. 
• 
x = 1 - exp - bti;1. 
• 
The plots are shown in Figures 21, 22, and 23. The slope, n, of the 
0 line for the 0% cold work - 800 C series ~(Figure 23) is approximately 
1 corresponding to a mechanism of ini,tial nucleat.ion at given sites, 
i.e. grain boundaries, then a pla,n_e front growth into the grains from 
the boundaries. This is consistent with the optically observed 
,, 
process. For the e'old worked structures the slopes. range from O. 63 to 
0.80. b 11 d ft · ( lO) bt' · · d · · 1 ~ lt ld k d Turn u an Trea 1s · o . a1ne s1.m1 ar re.:,u s on co wor ~ 
Pb-Sn wires. A possible explanation f.Q+ tl:l_e~e lower exponents may .be 
the fact that initial growth proceeds ~o~~ easily around the worke.d 
areas and grain boundaries where nucleat:ion occurs than does la.t¢:r 
growth in the undeformed areas. 
•. 
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Hardness Measurements 
Hardness measurements were made on samples which had been anneal-
o 0 ed ,t temperatures between 400 C and 800 C for 2 hours. These data 
a~e plotted in ·Figure 24. 
The curves for the 50 and 75% cold work structures exhibit a 
stgmoidal shape, cliaracteristic of a recrystallization reaction. The 
very steep portions of the curves end, i.e. ·recrystallization is com-
plete, at temperatu-res which are approximately the same as those noted 
fpr peak coercive force (Figure 2). No precipitation hardening peak 
« was ·detected for these cold worked specimens. 
The hardness of the 0% cold work structure was not affected l;>y: 
annealing. To inve;rtigate t~·e e.ffect of the di"scontinuous prec·ip-
itation further hardness meas·urements .wer~ a.Iso made .on 0% cot·d worked 
samples which had been annealed at soo0c for 30, 60, and 240: :mi-n. No 
change in hardness was apparent. 
The results indicate that in (1:>.:oth the 0% ·and highly cold worked 
' . 
. . specimens the precipita:te. forms incoh~rently. Further it is apparent 
... 
that the advancing recr·ystal.11zation f·~ont produces essentially no 
• 
change in the matrix .structure o.f the 0% cold worked sample&t while the 
recrystallization reaction in the highly cold worked structure produces 
new strain free grains. This is in agreement wlth the optical ob-
servations showing uniform large transformed grains in the Ofo cold work -
.. ' 
soo0c anne·a1 structure (Figure SC), and relatively fine grains in the 
cold work-annealed structures (Figures 10-13). 
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C9~re1~i1on of Structure and Magnetic Measurements 
Coercive force measurements were made on strip samples which had 
been worked and annealed in exactly the ·same manner as the metallurg-
~~l ~am~les. ·This was done to confirm that the magnetic data for 
wire s,mples (Figure 2) applied t~. the strip samples used in the 
. ' 
experiment. The data for the strip samples are plotted in. Figures 25 
and 26. These data confirm the general.relation of coercive force 
.. 
to qegree o'! cold work and te~perature of anneal as discussed above • 
., . 
However, differences are apparent, most striking of which are: 
\ 
· 1. The low coercive force of the highly cold worked rolled 
samples in comparison with the w.i:re samples. In fact a 
90% cold r,s.111ed structure hae .a lower coercive for·ce th.ah 
a 50% cold worked wire specimen .. 
'·· 
. 2. The larger increases in coercive .force which occur in the 
worked rolled specimens, cau.s-i-ng the peak· values of He 
r 
·, . to be approximately equal for· wire and strip samples. 
Th~ different response of the· rolled. strip and wire samples is 
attributed to the fact that the alloy has a high magnetocrystalline 
ansitropy (with< lll>being the easy direction of magnetization), 
and to the textqr~ ~1fferences which are encountered in the strip and 
wi:re samples. · · (13) In strip samples there are two texture components 
both of which have transverse< 111 > easy directions. However, easy 
, ·• < 111 > directions near the roll:ing direction do not coincide for the 
two textural components. .As the sample is magnetiz_ed in the rolling 
• .' 'Iii . 
(~s is done in magnetic testing) the domains do not align parallel 
.. 
' ' 
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··. '3ut :rather ther~ is an intermingling of domains "half" of which are 
rotated towarqs the easy< 111 > direction of the one texture com-
pon~nt and the other "half" are rotated·towardsthe easy< 111 > 
direction of tl\e second texture component. As the field is rev~rse.d I 
for a coercive force measurement tµe domains align in the easy 
< 111 > tr~nsverse directions. The non alignment which exists in 
th, saturated condition makes it easi~r for·the domains to attain 
align~ent in the transverse direction when the field is reversed 
and therefore the coercive force is decreased py this texture effect 
in rolled strip samples. When the rolled samples are annealed, re-
crystal:i.ization reduces the texture effects permitting better align-
ment of domains anqfincreased coercive force . 
In tbe cold worked wire the texture is < 111 > ·J.n the direction 
of magnetization so that an increase in coercive force due to·texture 
changes upon recrystallization would not be e~pected fo:r this geometry 11 · _ 
In fact, a decrease in coercive force might be expected with a change 
ot th~ wire texture and some of the drop in He with low temperature 
~ 
A • . anneals noted in Figure 2 is probably ·caused by this f~ctor. 
(14,15) Previous work on rolled samples of a 90% Co - 10% Fe 
alloy supports these conclusions. In this work a 95% rolled sample ·r . 
exbibitec;I in increase-of H from about 5 to 9 Oersteds .after a soo0c C 
~nneal. In the referenced work constricted hysteresis loops reflect-
. anneal~.-ig produced expa.n·s1on of the constricted loop and an incre~se 
• I 
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of coercive forcec To confirm that these effects are present in the 
' . 
cold worked strips of the 82 Co: 12 Fe and 6 Au alloy a series of 
hysteresis loops(S) was obtained on selected magnetic samples. ·The 
. ., 
... 
curves obtained are shof on Figures 27 and 28. There is some skew-
ing of the loops evident due to end effects in the thicker specimens, 
but the general shapes of the loops and coercive force measurements 
are valid. The coercive force measure;ments"compare well with those 
obtained on the Magna test meter. Cons.idering the 75% and 90% cold 
work loops it can be seen that the constricted loop: characteristic is 
present in non-annealed samples and is removed by subsequent annealing. 
From this it would be expected that the effect of recrystallization 
in removing texture/twill significantly increase the coercive force 
in the highly cold worked ro.lied strip samples. 
t Thus, the larger increases in coercive force wi t.h -a:nnealing. 
measured with rolled strip samples as compared-to the increases for 
the wire samples, are attributed to this texture· factor. That is, in 
the wire sam:ples the increase is due to_ .t.he precipitation effect, 
whereas in the rolled strip sample~ the coml:)ined effects of precipita-
tion and texture change cause the larger increa.se :of He. 
Considering Figures 25 and 26 again, now in conjunction with the .,. 
io. 
metallographic data of Figures 17 and 18, revea-ls interesting in- ·· .. 
formation concerning the structure which exists at the peak of coercive 
. .. 
... fo·rce. The peak temperatures of tlte curves (i~ __ fj..gtir~ ___ ?Q) for. the ___ 5Qj ___ ----~~----··· -·------------·------~---~------·-----------·-------------------··- ·- - - ____ _._ .. _______________ .,. _____ ---·· ---
----··- --· -- .... - . 
. ~ 
. 
-A·--;- - . and 7§% cold work structures were estimated· from t~e transformation • 
. ' 
curves by calculating (Appendix I) the temperature for 95% transforma-I· 
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-tion with an annealing- time of two hours. -The peak coercive force 
values were estimated·from the isothermal data plotted in Figure 26. 
As can be seen in Figure 25, these points fit in very well with the 
magnetic data from the two hour runs. The peak temperature value 
for tne 90% cold worked samples is a judicious estimate since kinetic 
data were not obtained for this series. It should also be noted that 
the peak temperatures agree well with the data for wires (Figure 2). 
From this it is concluded that for the cold worked structures, the 
coercive force peaks out close-to· the completion of the discontinuous 
:_precipitation reaction, and tha~ the subsequent drop in coercive force 
·ts due to grain growth and coa:1e·scence of precipitate in the completely 
transformed structufe. 
To determine how clt>"s.ely the- tra~~·for~at_ion :cur~es and coercive ;. 
force change curves corr:e.late .~t the· lower trt;ih.sformation levels the 
data from the isothermal c~ves -ln. ·Figur~ 24· wete normalized (Appen-
dix II) using the ~qtu.it.lon .• 
Normalized 
Value -
Coercive force after annealing - Initial coercive force Maximum coercive force attained - Initial coercive force 
The data obtained from this conversion are plotted on Figures 17, 18, 
and 19. The data as pl~tted ~<;>r th~ cold worked samples show that 
• 
the coercive force changes do follow a transformation type curve 
· al though- the curves are !lot co~nct<feqt with the corresponding op~ical . 
.. 
... 
~ 
- ...... . 
~----·eurves; · Diff'erences in the --curves can··· be··-··somewhat rationalized on . 
...... 
....L - .. ' 
. •• 
the basis that for the 75% cold worked structure the nuciea.tion of 
the discontinuous precipitation is more widely distributed than for 
• .. 
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the 50% cold worked structure. Thus, the i.nitial precipitation in 
the 75% cold worked structure is more effective magnetically per 
amount transformed than is the initial precipitation ~ip~the 50% 
cold worked structure. This is reflected in the fact that ~he 75% 
cold work magnetic.transformation purve initially rides above the 
optical trans£ormation curve while the 50% cold work magnetic curve 
lies below the optica:t date. The two curve~ for the 75% cold work 
merge at higher % transformation lev.el.s supporting the idea- of 
. 
maximum coercive force corresponding to completion of t.he· discontin-
uous precipitatton rea·ction. More extens.ive d·ata on the 50% cold 
work structure should also confirm this: :r.elation. :, ., 
Initial inspec;tion of the H.G. transformation cur·ve .-and optical 
transformation curve for the o:% cold work series would indicate good .• 
agreement. However it is f·elt that this is a f:ortuitous fit since, 
• 
as mentioned previous·ly·; the transformation does not appear to go to 
completion. It seems logical that if the transformation did proceed 
uniformly to completion the maximum H value would be somewhat larger C 
than that actually measured. This would cause the initial H trans-c 
formation curve points to be below the optical data, which is in 
. 
agre.ement with the more localized nucleation of the discontinuous 
precipitatibn that is observed in the 0% cold work structure. 
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SUMMARY 
Cold working of an 82% Co - 12% Fe ·- 6$ Au alloy, with a super 
saturated y (F.C.C.) structure, increases the coercive force by 
introduction of.structural imperfections which impede domain wall 
motion. The increase of He for_ cold ~o:lle.d strips is less than for 
drawn wires. This difference is caused by the high magnetocrystalline 
· anisotropy of the alloy in combination. ·with "the different textures 1 
4
found in wire and st.r.ip samples. With wire. samples the increase of 
coercive force whic.n occurs upon a·.nn:e._~ling· is due to a discontinuous 
or cellular precipitation of gold. In: t·be. rolled S't:i:-ip samples the 
increase of He ls.· larg.er due- to the combine.d e'ff ects ·of this gold 
' ~ precipi tati_o·n ·and. ·a/texture ·change. The texture change is due to 
recrystalliza.t-iqn: \vh±:.ch is: characteristl.'C; of the cellular precipita-
tion reaction. 
The increase of cc>'ercive for::ce f.otlows the optic:.all.y observe:c.t 
cellular precipitation reaction .. and the peak coercive ·f.or.ce values: 
occur at a point corresponding ·to completion of this· transformation._ 
The cellular _precipitation reaction was foun(i to f,it: the Arrhemius . . . 
equation and activation energies of 82,000 cal/g mole and 59,400 cal_/g :in9,iEi 
were found for the 50 and 75% cold work structures respectively . 
• Analysis of these data with the Avrami equat_io.n indicated that the 
transformation is occurring by nucleation at preferred sites followed 
. ' 
----- f- ---
- -- - ·-
____ .. _ ·-----------------------by ... a .. plane .. f-ront--growth- mechani-sm.· -- -Hs:rafiefs-s··-measureme-nts- incfic-i"te that 
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the precipitate forms incoherently and that the matrix is recrystallized 
during the transformation. More severe anpealing (past the 100% trans-• 
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formation point) results in a decrease.of coercive force due to grain 
growth in the recrystallized matrix and to coalescence of the gold 
preci pi ta te .. 
The gold particles formed in the transformed matrix have been 
identified by electron diffraction and their .. size is of the right 
0 
order ("' lOOOA) to effectively impede domain wall motion .• 
The more highly cold ·worked structures ~ttained higher coercive 
force peak values reflecting the finer, more closely spaced and 
uniform precipitate, and the finer grained recrystallized matrix 
produced by the discontinuous precipitation reaction in those 
structures.-
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·suGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
f 
The following work would be of interest: 
• 
(1) A kinetic study of 0% cold work alloy to obtain an activation· 
energy for the discontinuous precipitation reaction in this 
structure, and to clarify the reported results that the trans-
formation does not go to "completion" in this structure. 
(2) A diffusion study of Au in Co-Fe alloy to clarify the mechanism . . 
of the discontinuous precipitation reaction. 
(3) A study of the effects of gpld content upon the kinetics of the 
(4) 
dtscontinuous precipitation reaction and upon related magnetic 
properties. 
A transmission electron mic~oscopy study to investigate fine ,' / 
~-· - ' _____ • ____ q ___ ..-
structure changes associated with the discontinuous precipitation-· 
recrystallization reaction. 
(5) A correlation of laboratory results with the structural and 
related magnetic changes which occur under production condit,1-.ons.:... 
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APPENDIX I 
Calculation of the temperature at which the discontinuous pre-
cipitation reaction will be 95% complete in 120 minutes. 
Consider the 75% cold work structure. 
J 
t600 = 
95 
t600 = 
95 
time for transformation to be 95$ complete 
at aoo0c. 
500 min. from Figure 17. 
• 
Applying the Arrherius equation at the 95% level gives 
1 t = A95 exp - Q/RT 95 
The Q value should be the same as that obtained from Figure 20. 
The A value will not be the same. 
0 Applying the equation at 600 C. 
1/500 = A95 exp - 82,000/R(873) 
And at the unknown temperature with. t 95 = 120 
1/120 = Ags exp - 82,000/RT 
And 
500/120 = exp - 41,300 
ln 4.16 = 41,300 1 873 
1 '" 1 
- - --T 873 
1 
-T 
Evaluating T = 900°K = 627°c 
/\ similar calculation for the '50% C. W. structu~e g,iv:e.-s 
~
600 
= 2000 
95 
T = 694°c 
min. 
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. --·--· -· ·- - -· ----- -·-- - ·- --- - -------- -- - -- -----
.. 
,)-
' . 
.. 
.. 
. -- ·- ... __ ,.,._ ~---- --·- -· 
APPENDIX II 
I Calculation of magnetic transformation curves. .... 
• 
The maximum coercive force (He) values attained by the different 
cold worked structures were estimated from the data of Figures 25 
and 26. Initial coercive force values were obtained from the 
intercepts of the curves plotted in Figure 26. The values ob-
tained are tabulated in Table 2. 
% cw 
.0 
:_50· 
't&·: 
Table 2 
Maximum He 
Oersteds 
... 
2.8 
9.5 
13.0: 
:Th·ese ·v·a1ues were used in the equation 
• 
Initial He 
Oersteds 
1.4 
4 45 ... 
:?.:.5.-
Coercive force after anneal-Ini\Jal coercive force % Recrystallized= 100 ----------------------------Maximum coercive force-Initial coercive force 
To normalize the curves of Figure 26 so they could be plotted on Figures 17, 18 and 19 for com.parison with the optical data. 
A sample calculation for the 50% cold work structure ts: given below. 
- He after 120 minutes at 600°c = 5.25 
. .--- - - -- --~- .. - . fro'm the 50% C. W. curve in Figure 26 . 
% RecrystalJized 
_: 
... 
= 5.25 - 4.45 X lQO = 9. 5 - 4 .·45 16 . 
,. .. -
-
-
-
-
-
-
-~-•-~~·
1
.,.,.,.,..,,_._..... -
-
-'"'-'-· .....,..........:-.1,u.n.o;,-..,~-"*"......,""'i-, -
... -· .. ~ 
' , 
-~ 
.. 
•\ .......... ~ . 
. , ., .. 
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,_'·.°'(·;·j 
.c;,~e, 
f??,"1 
r:ij 
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